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Copy record and Duplicate record 
 

This work aid outlines how these functions may be used.   

 

A. Duplicate Record (Cataloging menu in the Cataloging module) 
1. Use this function only to duplicate an entire record from a resource file (HVD02 or HVD03) to 
HVD01. 

2. Do NOT use this function to duplicate an existing HVD01 record in order to create a new HVD01 
record, because it will duplicate all fields in the record including protected fields (such as H01). These 
protected fields can not be edited or deleted once they have been duplicated.  

Note:  The Duplicate Record function in Aleph is not configurable; it truly duplicates the entire record 
(except the 001), including fields that are protected from change (local H fields), which is exactly what 
you do NOT want to happen when creating a new record in HVD01. 

 

B. Copy Record (Edit Text menu in the Cataloging module) 
Source record:  record being copied from 

Target record:  record being pasted to 

Note: The Undo command (Ctrl Z) may be used to undo the paste command before saving to the server. 

1. Use this function to copy an entire record (source record) in HVD01 and paste it to a new record 
(target record) in HVD01 (created from New Record under the Cataloging menu in the Cataloging 
module). Please note that this method copies everything from the HVD01 source record but it does not 
paste the 001 and the Harvard-defined H fields from the source record to the target record. 

2. Use this function to copy an entire record (source record) from HVD01 or from a resource file (HVD02 
or HVD03) and paste over an existing record (target record) in HVD01. STA and Harvard-defined H 
fields in the target record will remain in the target record. STA and Harvard-defined H fields in the source 
record will not be pasted into the target record. The fields in the target record with subfield 5 are protected 
and will be retained in the target record.  
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Examples of when to use Copy Record  
 

1. Use a record from HVD02 or HVD03 to paste over a provisional record in HVD01 

a. In the Cataloging module, search HVD02 or HVD03 for the record you want to copy. 

b. Put the record in the Edit pane.  

c. Go to the Edit Text menu and select Copy Record. 

d. Open the provisional record from HVD01 in the Edit pane (and make sure that it has the 
same FMT type as the record you copied). 

e. With the provisional record as the active record, go to the Edit Text menu, choose Paste, and 
select Paste Record.  

f. Note that you are alerted that the local fields are not being pasted into the provisional record. 

 

2. Use an existing record in HVD01 to create a record for a new edition in HVD01 

a. In the Cataloging module, search HVD01 for the record you want to copy. 

b. Put the record in the Edit pane. 

c. Go to the Edit Text menu and select Copy Record. 

d. Open a New record (under Cataloging menu) that has the same FMT type as the record you 
copied. The system will prompt you for LDR and fixed field 008 information. 

e. With the new record as the active record, go to the Edit Text menu and select Paste Record.  

f. Note that you are alerted that the local fields are not being pasted into the new record. 

g. Make sure the LDR and 008 fields are correct in the new record. 

h. Remove any field (035, 010, etc.) that is not appropriate to the new record. 
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